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Survey on Operational Risk Modelling in the View of Econometrics Ming-Heng Zhang d d d [email protected] [email protected] School of Economics/dddd Shanghai University of Finance and Economics/dddddd Shanghai, 200433, China/dd September 4, 2008 Abstract



In this paper, we survey quantitative methods for operational risk modeling and put focus on quantitative operational risk in the view of econometrics. Firstly, we tell of operational risky events in the real world and list the nature and the framework of risk in cause-consequence; Secondly, we state approaches to the measuring risky factors inside losses events and point out the specific characters of distribution for the description of losses events. Thirdly, we introduce some models for operational risky events and then put attention to graph model, panel model and dynamic model. Fourthly, we provide some of analysis methods for operational risk model, Bayesian approach to frequency distribution and severity distribution, copula to structural dependence among risky events and EVT (extreme value theory) for rare events and function transforming for tail-heavy distribution, e.g. g-and-h distribution that possesses the statistics of heavy-tail, skewness, kurtosis and EVT but the complexity of the moment expression; Fifthly, we enumerate data sources in either academy or industry for quantitative operational risk modelling in empirical studies; Sixthly, we list the framework of managing operational risk in industry and then we give the structure of regulatory committees in the mainland of China and provide empirical studies on the emerging markets for an illustration to quantitative operational risk. Finally, we discuss the tendency and the key problems in quantitative operational risk modelling in the view of econometrics. Acknowledgement The author is especially grateful to Prof. Embrechts, Prof.Dr. Genest and Prof. Dr. Delbaen. He also thank the FIM at Department of Mathematics, ETH Z¨urich, for their kind hospitality and financial support.
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1.



Contents



This draft is a review of quantitative operational risk modelling in the view of econometrics. Its purpose is to provide a survey of the research concerning quantitative operational risk modelling. The draft consists of sections of



• 2 Introduction; • 3 Stories; • 4 Risk; • 5 Measuring; • 6 Statistics; • 7 Models; • 8 Inferring; • 9 Database; • 10 Management; • 11 OR in China; • 12 Summary; and References section.
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2.



Introduction



Studies on quantitative risk methodology can traced to ancient times and insurance theory in modern century (Embrechts et al. [1997]). However, during the past couple years, operational risk has become increasingly important topics for financial institutions (including another industrial accompanies). what is operational risk in Hanzi d d d d ? An informal survey [...] highlights the growing realization of the significance of risk other than credit and market risks, such as operational risk, which has been viewed as the heart of some important banking problems in recent years and considered as financial risk other than credit and market risks.



The operational risk is defined as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems, or from external events. The committee indicates that this definition excludes systemic risk, legal risk and reputation risk (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, June 1999,BIS [2001]). •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



3.



Stories



These stories occurred at financial institutions led the enforcement and the innovation tools on (operational) risk management.Current, the turbulence occurred in global markets , Figures of Indexes and Table of Indexes at Feb 27, 2007. How can we explain, measure, model and control it ? An explanation for the turbulence in markets from Mr.George Soros in economics. However, one of the top 10 technical books of 2006 on financial engineering by financial engineering news Embrechts’s Team, McNeil et al. [2005] can be used to analyze the turbulence and measure the risk to investors. Moreover, exploring beyond the extreme events could be a choice in the view of econometrics (e.g., Granger Causality Test)?
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3.1.



Nickleeson : Britain’s Barings Bank



The collapse of Britain’s Barings Bank in February 1995 is perhaps the quintessential tale of financial risk management gone wrong. The failure was completely unexpected. Over a course of days, the bank went from apparent strength to bankruptcy. What really grabbed the world’s attention was the fact that the failure was caused by the actions of a single trader based at a small office in Singapore. Ex-Trader tells story as a warning see ex-Trader or his website Nick Leeson
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3.2.



Orange County : the bankruptcy of the county



Orange County, November 1994, California has an investment pool that supports various pension liabilities. The pool lost $1700 MM from structured notes and leveraged repopositions. In December 1994, Orange County stunned the markets by announcing that its investment pool had suffered a loss of $1.6 billion. This was the largest loss ever recorded by a local government investment pool, and led to the bankruptcy of the county shortly thereafter. See, Philippe Jorion’s Orange County Case or M.Escobar, N.Hernandez and L.Seco’s Non-gaussian Mark-to-Future, at the RiskLab,Toronto.
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3.3.



Jiulin Chen : China Aviation Oil



Ms.Chen Jiulin, was managing director and chief executive officer, China Aviation Oil (Singapore) Corporation Ltd. Scenario (see, the news of the fortune in the news of xinhuanet) Prelude



1997, Ms.Chen received power of CAO (Singapore) when financial crash occurred in Asia. Opening 2001, The CAO opened in Singapore Market for exchange. Glories 2002, Ms. Chen had salary of 490M Singapore Yuan or about 16,00M RMB), called as an emperor of employee in companies the state-owned. 2003, the capital of CAO went to 1.28 hundred million USD, multiplied with 761 times. Then, CAO gained an Excellent company from the Singapore government. Oct 2003, Ms.Chen was elected as ”The Leader of Economics in Asia” by the Economics Forum of the World. Outcome Nov 30, 2004dthe directorate declared to terminate Ms.Chen. Finale 2004 2005, CAO was compelled to be regrouped.
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3.4.



Wanguo Security Co.: 327 National Debt Options



The event was very critical in Chinese financial history and it resulted in closing the option’s trade till to now. Scenario (see documents of Shanghai Stock Exchange) Date 1995/2/23 Events trading No.327 option on the national debt 1992, 3-year maturity. Background the price of merchandise on hand is lower than the rate of bank and the maturity will be alive. Cross swords One considered that the ministry of finance would increase the bank rate from central bank; Others did agreed and convinced that the state would payed over 1 billion RMB. volatility the price of 327 national debt future changes is over 4.00RMB News Feb 23, the ministry of finance stated that the subsidy for national debt. Counterpunch Wanguo Security Co. and Liao GuoFa Co., buy 148.50 Yuan RMB Others 151.98 Yuan RMBd 16:22pm, left 8 minutes towards closing. However, 730dd(ddddd1460dd)dddddddddddd dddddddddd close-price 147.50Yuan RMB, total amount 6,800 MM Yuan RMB, 80% daily trading(8539.93MMYuan RMB) Results Wanguo Security Co. and Liao Guofa were all bankrupted. Conclusion stopped all financial futures in China market.
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3.5.



Hamanaka : Mr.Copper



Sumitomo’s head copper trader, Yasuo Hamanaka (in Japanese Kanji d d d d), disguised losses totaling $ 1800MM over a ten year period. During that time, Hamanaka performed as much as $ 20 billion of unauthorized trades a year. He was able to hide his activities because he headed his section and had trade confirmations sent directly to himself, bypassing the back office. The nickname ”Mr. 5%”, or ”Mr.Copper” reflective of the share of the world copper market that he supposedly controlled on behalf of his employer, Sumitomo Corporation. He also had the nickname ”The Hammer,” a play on his name and on his ability to hammer the market. Sumitomo was proud of his stature in the markets and even featured his photo on the cover of one of its annual reports (his photo cannot be searched from the internet by google); PERILS OF PROFIT - The Sumitomo debacle underscores the need for risk management. The scenario and responsive analyzing can be found at Adrian E. Tschoegl’s paper The Key to Risk Management: Management (the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania) or the regulation of financial institutions collected by Prof. Howell E. Jackson, Harvard Law School.
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4.



Risk



Operational risk (in Chinese Hanzi d dd d or dd dd) events in the world can be distinguished in the view of cause and effect. Cause is behind of risky event and risky event results in losses of money, power, natural or social in the fields of financial industries, chemical industries, natural activities such as floods,earthquake, tsunami.



• Causes - Miscommunication; Inadvertent human error; Missed deadlines; Flawed data processing; Improper booking; Systems problems failures; Hacking damage; Utility outage or disruptions; Aggressive or erroneous interpretation of accounting policy; Failed mandatory reporting obligation; Model error;



• Events - Internal Fraud; External Fraud; Employment practices and Workplace Safety; Damage to physical assets; Business disruptions and system failure; Clients, products and business practices; Execution, delivery and process management;



• Consequences - Financial Loss; Legal Claims and Liabilities; Regulatory and Compliance Fines In detail, see Operational Risk definition (Cruz [2006]) and find out Basel II.
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Operational Risk Framework



• Risk Identification - Identification, disaggregation; Definition boundaries with other risks; Establishing risk policies; Define how to insert the newly defined risk into the firm strategy;



• Risk Data Model - Defining the most appropriate data model; Defining the type of data to be collected; Making viability studies on the data collection; Collecting most appropriate database;



• Risk Measurement - Establishing the most appropriate measurement method; Running models; Keep accurate records of program runs; Keep records of validation; Back testing procedures;



• Risk Reporting - Define set of reports to several management level; • Risk Management - Establish limits and targets, drivers and causes analysis; Day-to-day control of the processes; Risk education;



• Risk Hedging - Define which products are available cost and benefit analysis of the hedging productions; Financial engineering of structured solutions; Audit of insurance usage;



• Risk Optimization - Use results of risk process to improve firm-wide efficiency; Performance measurement, RAROC, EVA etc. In detail, see Operational Risk Framework (Cruz [2006]).
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Risk and Opportunity are twin.



• Risk is not necessarily a bad thing. In fact, risk can hold tremendous opportunities for those who know how to manage it (dddd);



• Avoiding risk (dddd); • Higher return for higher risk (ddd, ddd); Operational Risk has two components that



• Uncertainty (dddd); • Exposure (dd/dd/dd/dd); The challenges to financial institution are that how to



• Measure; • Model; • Control and • Manage operational risk events and then to make a profit (money) in the real world.
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5.



Measuring



Measuring frequency, severity and occurrent time of risky events appear in time series or in cross-section data. Truly, procedure of measurement takes place in different levels (i.e. macrostructural or microstructural fluxion).



• Global level; • Industry level; • Corporation level; • Business Line level; • Loss Type level; Skeletal frameworks for measuring operational risk can be classified as either business line and losses type (McNeil et al. [2005], pp.465–469) in the view of business or internal, external, scenario and expert option in the view risky event behaviors. Approaches to measurement of (operational) risky events are sensitive to the objectives of quantitative risk management (or domain-oriented). Moreover, there exists specifical (or mysterious or magic) structural dependency among the risky events whatever in macrostructure or microstructure in the view of econometrics, i.e., the inside of rare events.
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Elementary Approaches : Basic-indicator, BIA and Standardized, SA Risk Capital (or (Regulatory Capital) banks must hold for operational risk refers to the average over the previous years of percentage (αi or βi ) of positive annual Gross Income (GI) either non-business line or business line. When business line is not considered, risky capital is defined as 3



1 X t αi max(GIt−i, 0), RCBI(OR) = Zt i=1



(1)



where factors αi are (reflex or fixed) percentage of positive annual Gross Income (GIt−i ) at time (t − i) for i =



1, 2, 3 and Zt =



3 P



IGIt−i>0; When divide bank’s activities are divided into eight standardized business line and all



i=1



exposures of business lines are indicated, risky capital is defined as



RCtS(OR) =



3 1X



3



i=1



" max



8 X



# βj GIt−i j ,0 ,



(2)



j=1



where factors βj are coefficients of all business line j and GIt−i denote positive annual Gross Income of business j line j at time t − i for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Note that BIA and SA are directly used to compute risky capital of bank.
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Advanced Measurement Approach - AM Assume that Historical loss data Times periods (delay) Business Line Loss Type Amount of Loss events -



{Xkt−i,b,`} i = 1, 2, . . . , T b = 1, 2, . . . , B = 8 ` = 1, 2, . . . , L = 7 k = 1, 2, . . . , N t−i,b,`



then, total losses at time (t − i) is equal to t−i,b,`



Lt−i =



B=8 X L=7 NX X b=1 `=1



Xkt−i,b,`



(3)



k=1



and regulatory capital or risky capital is defined as



RCtAM(OR) = Value at Risk(Lt),



(4)



where X t−i,b,` , N t−i,b,` and Lt are all random and then regulatory capital or risky capital is computed by using of probability. Note that 1)there exists specific dependence structure (and non-linear, non-stationary and non-Gaussian);2)There exists need to determine risk measure whether coherent or not;3)Advanced measure refers to more tools in probability & statistics (see LDA in next Slide).
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LDA - Loss Distribution Approach LDA is considered as a statistical or actuarial approach for computing aggregate loss distributions...., the bank estimates, for each business line and risk type cell, the probability distribution function of the single event impact and the event frequency for the next (one) year using internal data, and computes the probability distribution function of the cumulative operational losses, .... See the document of Basel Committee Operational Risk - Consultative Document (BIS [2001]). Procedure of LDA consists of



• Factors - time, underlying assets and exogenous regressors in a portfolio (multi-factor analysis); • Value(Price) - price of a portfolio (pricing model); • Loss - Change of value (volatility model); • Statistics - on the assumption that all risky factors are random variables and portfolio is a function of random variables (statistical analysis);



• Value-at-Risk - the maxima loss on the conditional confidence level α (value analysis); Or, in brief, two components of LDA are



• amount of losses event - Loss Severity Distribution Fi,j (x) = P{ξi,j ≤ x}; • number of risky events - Loss Frequency Distribution pi,j (n) = P{N (i, j) = n} on the assumption that random variable ξi,j represents the amount of one losses event for the business line i and the event type j ; N (i, j)) is total numbers of risky events.
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An attempt to accurately (precisely) measure risks is difficult due to rare event. ”Quantifying risks that are not suitable for precise measurement can create further moral hazard; the process of quantification can create a false sense of precision and a false impression that measurement has by necessity resulted in management. Managers, wrongly thinking that operational risk has been addressed, may reduce their vigilance in this area, creating an environment where losses are more likely to occur” (Sheedy [1999]). Summery on measuring risky factors (Cruz [2006])



• Operational Risk Data Code from Basel II • Operational Risk Mapping • Operational Risk Indicators, mainly
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6.



Statistics



Fundamental statistics refers to the specific characters of distribution in quantitative operational risk (geometrical distribution) (Bernardo and Smith [1997], pp.427—442) +∞ R



• Mean : E[x] =



xf (x)dx;



−∞



• Variance : D[X] = E[(x − E[x])2]; • Skewness : s =



E[(x−E[x])3 ]



√



3



;



D[x]



• Kurtosis : k =



E[(x−E[x])4 ]



√



4



;



D[x]



• Quantile : Fx(Qα [x]) = P[X < Qα [x]] = α; • Median : M e[x] = Q0.5[x]; • Pearson Correlation Coefficients : ρ(X, Y ) =



E[X−E[X]]E[Y −E[Y ]]



√



√



D[X]



D[Y ]



;



• Rank Dependence Coefficients : τKendall, ρSperman and γGini; • Tail Dependence Coefficients : λu(q) = P[F −1(U ) > q p G−1(V ) > q]; • ............... In the world, return behaves skewness and kurtotic. Why does it act ?
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There exists an attention to measuring skewness and kurtosis (Groeneveld and Meeden [1984]; Averous and Meste [1997]) because some of distributions have non-central moments, e.g., Pareto distribution (see Section 8.5) and measuring (tail) dependence structure (Embrechts et al. [1999]; Chavez-Demoulin et al. [2006]) because linear correlation is not invariant under non-linear strictly increasing transformations (see Section 8.3). Besides above descriptive statistics, both the extreme value



• Slowly varying, SVα : limx→∞ L(tx) =1 L(x) • Regularly varying, RVα : f (x) = xα L(x); • Maximum Domain of Attraction, M DA() and the convergence



• in means square : limn→+∞ E[(xn − x)2] = 0 • almost surely : P{ω : limn→+∞ xn(ω) = x(ω)} = 1 • in probability : limn→+∞ P{ω : xn(ω) = x(ω)} = 1 • in distribution : limn→+∞ Fn(x) = F (x)(ω)} has being payed attention to in the domain of quantitative risk analyzing (Embrechts et al. [1997]; Degen et al. [2006]).
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7.



Models



Models for operational risk are dependent on approaches to the measuring and the objectives of quantitative risk management. In this section, we review the fundamentals of modelling operational risk and then we put focus on panel model (including linear and nonlinear) and dynamic model for quantitative operational risk. Most models supposed that the observed data are on the condition of the ”Independent and Identically Distributed (iid)” but omitted that the dependent structure among risky events exists.



According to elementary approaches to modeling, models of risks may be cataloged as



• Accuracy Model - traditional, statistical, primary model in insurance industry, abstractly; • Business Model - business processing procedure in a institution, micro-structurally and • Panel(or Spatial) Model - both business processing procedures and risky environments in entire, macrostructurally.
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7.1.



Primary model



Consider a collective insurance contract in some fixed time period (0,T] and let Y1 , Y2 , · · · , YN the corresponding claims. Then, the accumulated sum of claims is denoted by (p.1, Schmidli [2006])



S=



N X



Yi



(5)



i=1



Assumptions that



• The claim size are not affected by the number of claims. • The amount of an individual claim is not affected by the others. • All individual claims are exchangeable. In probabilistic terms,



• N and {Y1, Y2, · · · , YN } are independent. • Y1, Y2, · · · are independent. • Y1, Y2, · · · have the same distributions, G say.
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7.2.



Generalized model



Loss events in a institution can be clustered according with



• Business Line • Events Level in sequence and total losses can be expressed as



St =



ij (t) I X J N X X



Y`



(6)



i=1 j=1 `=1



where, t = 1 year or 1 quart and Nij (t) presents the number of risk events in ith business line and j th event level. See, the slide ”LDA - Loss Distribution Approach”.
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7.3.



Graph model



Ebnother et al. [2001] showed that operational risk can be unambiguously defined and modelled for a production unit of a bank with well-defined work-flow processes and considered production activities of a bank as timeordered processes. This model strongly incorporates business procedure into the measure. See Figure 1 in Ebnother et al. [2001]. This model has an availability from expert knowledge (self assessment) in data collection. Pure (or management, controlling) process in a unit of bank always suffers from risky factors such as system failure, external catastrophes, theft, fraud, error and temporary loss of staff and befalls profit loss. Therefor, the essential of graph modeling operational risk is to transform the organization in a bank into the specification in mathematics with its work-flowing, e.g. graph or petri net or panel.
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The components in operational risk modelling graph-based (truly, cause-effect graph, both risk exposure and identification of cause)



• Node ki ∈ K ⊂ N representing to person or machine/fixed or asset or errors, risk factors; • Directed Edge, eij =< ki, kj >∈ E ⊂ N × N connecting the node ki and node kj ; • Loss Distributions P associated with each edge, label or weighed; • Global/Aggregation Loss Distribution PG, called as operational risk distribution



St =



ij (t) I X J N X X



Y`



(7)



i=1 j=1 `=1



The objective in graph model consists of person (employee), machine (fixed-asset), capital and business flow. This model can be extended to panel model in econometrics to some extent. See, Section 7.4.
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7.4.



Panel Model



A panel (longitudinal or temporal cross-section) data set is one which follows a number of individuals over time, i.e. typically refers to data containing time series observations of a number of individuals (Hsiao [2005]), presented as



S = {(yit, x>it , zit>) ∈ R1 × RK1 × RK2 }



(8)



for individuals, i = 1, · · · , N and time periods, t = 1, · · · , Ti . The observed data could be cataloged as



• Observations, endogenous, dependent variable, yit = ψ(xit, zit; βi, γi) + uit; • Regressors (or Independent or Explanatory variables) - the strictly exogenous explanatory variable, x>it = (xit1, xit1, xitK1 ) and zit> = (zit1, zit2, zitK2 ); Unknown Parameters to be estimated



• βi> = (βi1, βi2, βiK1 ); • γi> = (γi1, γi2, γiK2 ) An important feature in panel data applications is unobserved heterogeneity or individual fixed effects (hid in β and γ ). Panel data model for OR results from the description of risky events, refereing to subsection 7.3.
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Linear Model yit = ψ(xit, zit; βi, γi) + uit = βi>xit + γi>zit + uit



(9)



y = Xβ + Zγ + u



(10)



or,



Assumption that



• uit is independent of xit and zit and u ∼ N (0, C1); • constrains to β and γ 







β1 – stochastic - β =  β2  = A1 β¯ +  and  ∼ N (0, C2 ), A1 ∈ RN K1 ×m with known elements and βN β¯ ∈ Rm×1;   γ1 – exact - γ =  γ2  = A2 γ¯ , A2 ∈ RN K2 ×n with known elements and γ¯ ∈ Rn×1 ; γN • cov(, u) = 0, cov(, X) = 0 and cov(, Z) = 0 By the substitution, the extended linear model is expressed as



y = XA1β¯ + Z¯ γ¯ + u∗



(11)



with u∗ = u + X. •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



Non-linear Model ”When a panel contains a large number of individuals (business unit and/or business line) but only over a short time period (history of risk events), the error in the estimation of the individuals specific coefficients is transmitted into the estimation of the structural parameters, and hence leads to inconsistency of the structural parameter estimation....” — (Hsiao [2005]), p.356, which means that N  T .



yit = ψ(xit, zit; βi, γi) + uit



(12)



Function transforms ψ(·) to the observed data as the follows



• Logarithmic; • Linearity; • Polynomial; Gourieoux and Jasiak [1998] considered the distribution of individual risks depends on three types of factors in credibility theory, i.e. assumption that



• Observed exogenous characteristics of the individual or the contract selected by the person reveal /her/his risk category;



• Updated approximations of unobserved individual factors are necessary to alleviate the asymmetry of information in favor of the individual.



• Individual effort to prevent losses is unobserved and features temporal dependence.
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Dynamic Model All economic system are dynamic but statistic, i.e. always-keeping at un-equilibrium but equilibrium.



• The observations contain lagged dependent variables yit; • The unobserved heterogeneity ; • Stochastic effects. (m)



Denote Dt [] as delay-operator. Then, a generic dynamic panel model is expressed as (m)



yit = ψ(Dt [yit], xit, zit; βi, γi) + uit, m > 0



(13)



For example, (m)



yi = eT αi + xitβi + Dt [yit]γi1 + Ziγi2 + ui



(14)
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Total Risk (aggregate risk) and the Obstacle Disturbance source uit



uit ∼ N, St, GEV, GIG, g and h



(15)



yit ∼ N, St, GEV, GIG, g and h



(16)



Observed data yit Aggregate risk



rt =



Ti (t) N X X



yit, t = 1, 2, . . . , T



(17)



i=1 t=1



Value-at-Risk



VaRrt (α) = inf{r ∈ R : P{rt ≤ r} ≥ α}, t = 1, 2, . . . , T



(18)



Obstacle (Stone-stopping) occurs when we want to



• Determine (endogenous and) exogenous variables; • Collect real data; • Test hypothesis on risky factors for management and • Predict risky capital RC(t) for control in dynamic in the real world.
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8.



Inferring



The approaches to inferring in quantitative operational risk consists of



• LDA; • Bayesian; • Copula; • EVT and • Function Transformation which are useful to quantitative OR, approximation to the real world.



8.1.



LDA - Loss Distribution Approach



The detail can be founded at the slide ”LDA - Loss Distribution Approach”, Section 5 or Loss distribution approach for operational Risk (Frachot et al. [2001]) or the procedure of Figure 1 in the Deutsche Bank (Aue and Kalkbrener [2006]).
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8.2.



Bayesian



The LDA approach is convenient framework that can be enhanced through application of the Bayesian paradigm, i.e., Bayesian analysis or Bayesian inference. The focus of former is on analyzing business processes procedure in a bank; the latter is on the inference (and estimation) of parameters in a model. Hierarchical method is used to decompose a model into the multiply of sample models as the follows.



 Variable   x∼   Θ1 ∼ Θ2 ∼



Model M {x | Θ1} M1{Θ1 | Θ2} M2{Θ2 | a, b}



Layer 0 1 2



Description Observed data{xt}nt=1 Hyper − parameters toberandomized Prior {a, b} or moments from experts



(19)



Mixture of models can be considered as a model which combines (or mixes) internal data and external data with expert options explained as the follows.







frequency : wλint + (1 − w)λext distribution : w1FSA(x|Θ1) + w2FI(x|Θ2) + (1 − w1 − w2)FE(x|Θ3)



(20)



Bayes’s Rule (for any random variable x and y in a probability space)



  p(x, y)   p(x) p(y | x)    p(θ | x)



= Rp(x | y)p(y) = p(y | x)p(x) = R p(x | θ)p(θ)dθ = p(y | θ)p(θ | x)dθ = p(x | θ)p(θ) | p(x)



joint density total density predicting density posterior density



(21)



In brief, the key in Bayesian inference is to make unknown parameters randomized. •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



8.2.1.



Bayesian Inference



Bayes’s Inference (for the observed data {xi }, independent from identical distribution f (x; θ)



 p(θ | {xi})     posterior posterior     likelihood prior



∝ p({xi} | θ) × p(θ) ∝ likelihood × prior = p(θ | {xi}) = `(θ) = `({xi} | θ) = p({xi} | θ) = p(θ)



(22)



Bayes’s Inference and MCMC Simulation



 P (x, A), x ∈ Rd, A ∈ σ(Rd)       P (x, dy) = p(x, y)dy + r(x)δx(dy)    



transition kernel, unknown  1 if x ∈ (dy) p(x, x) = 0, δx(dy) = 0 otherwise R r(x) = 1 − Rd p(x, y)dy π(x) density w.r.t. Lebesgue message of π ∗, known  R    π ∗(dy) = RRd P (x, dy)π(x)dx Invariant distribution, unknown    n (n−1)  (x, dy)P (y, A) Iteration equation, n → +∞   P (x, A) = Rd P π(x)p(x, y) = π(y)p(y, x) reversibility condition or detailed balance



(23)
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For example, Hyper-Parameters Bayes’s Inference z = {xi}ni=1, i ∈ N, xi ∈ R p(xi | µ, λ) = N(xi |P µ, λ), µ ∈ R, λP∈ R+ n n x, s), n¯ x = i=1 xi, ns2 = i=1(xi − x¯)2 t(z) = (¯ x), βn = β + 21 ns2 + 12 (n0 + n)−1n0n(µ0 − x¯)2 µn = (n0 + n)−1(n0µ0 + n¯ p(¯ x | µ, λ) = N(¯ x | µ, λ) 2 p(ns | µ, λ) = Ga(ns2 | 21 (n − 1), 12 λ), pλns2 = χ2(λns2 | n − 1) p(µ, λ) = Ng(µ, λ | µ0, n0, α, β) = N(µ | µ0, n0λ)Ga(λ | α, β) p(µ) = St(µ | µ0, n0αβ −1, 2α) p(λ) = Ga(λ | α, β) p(x) = St(x | µ0, n0(n0 + 1)−1αβ −1, 2α) p(¯ x) = St(x | µ0, n0(n0 + 1)−1αβ −1, 2α) p(ns2) = Gg(ns2 | α, 2β, 12 (n − 1)) p(µ | z) = St(µ | µn, (n + n0)(α + 12 n)βn−1, 2α + n) p(λ | z) = Ga(λ | α + 21 n, βn) p(x | z) = St(x | µn, (n + n0)(n + n0 + 1)−1(α + 12 n)β −1, 2α + n) π(µ, λ) = π(λ, µ) ∝ λ−1, n > 1 π(µ | z) = St(µ | x¯, (n − 1)s−2, n − 1) π(λ | z) = Ga(λ | 21 (n − 1), 12 ns2) π(x | z) = St(x | x¯, (n − 1)(n + 1)−1s−2, n − 1)



(24)



See the text book (Bernardo and Smith [1997], p.440).
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For example, Hierarchical model, Prior and Bayesian Inference Suppose that risky events can be clustered according to business line and losses type , denoted by j , into one of k classes. Let y denote frequency or severity of risky events and z be latent allocation variable.



y |z=zi ∼ p(x | µi, σi2, zi), ∀i ∈ [1, k] µi ∼ N(ξ, κ−1, k) σi2 ∼ Ga(α, β, k) zi ∼ p(zi = j | k) = wj p(ξ), p(κ), p(α) prior or subjective data β ∼ Ga(g, h) k ∼ Ps(λ) w ∼ Dirichlet(δ) p(g), p(h), p(λ), p(δ) prior or subjective data



(25)
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For Example, a generic hierarchical model Suppose that the joint distribution of variables k, w, z, θ, y and their hyper-parameters λ, δ, η can be expressed by the factorization



p(k, w, z, θ, y) = p(y | θ, z, w, k)p(θ | z, w, k)p(z | w, k)p(w | k)p(k) (26) p(λ, δ, η, k, w, z, θ, y) = p(y | θ, z, w, k)p(θ | z, w, k, η)p(η)p(z | w, k)p(w | k, δ)p(δ)p(k | λ)p(λ) where suppose that the priors for k, w and θ depend on hyper-parameters λ, δ and η respectively. See Hierarchical Model in detail, where left frame is directed acyclic graph and the right frame is respective to conditional independence graph (Richardson and Green [1996]). Note that



• Estimation of Hyper-Parameters - Combination of moments with prior data (subjective data); • Typical Examples (or comparatively perfect approaches) - Richardson and Green [1996] and Stephens [2000] to mixture of models, Chib et al. [2000] to generalized stochastic volatility models and Migon and Moura [2005] to the compound collective risk model (i.e., Cramer-Lundberg) for health insurance.
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Classical Simulation - Acceptance-Rejection Algorithm Suppose that



• π(x) = f (x)/K is objective density function and used for sampling; • f (x) is un-normalized density; • K is (possibly unknown) normalizing constant; • h(x) is known density and used for simulation. A-R Algorithm



• Repeat for j = 1, 2, . . . , N : • Generate a candidate y from h(·) and a value u from U n(0, 1); • If u ≤ f (y)/(c ∗ h(y)), – set x(j+1) = y



• Else – set x(j+1) = x(j) .



• return the value {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N )} ∼ π(·) P f (x) , optimized and it is easily shown that the accepted value y is a Note that the crucial step is choice of c = h(x) x



random variable from π(·). The more approaches to simulations refers to Chib [1995] and Liu [2001].
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) - Metropolis-Hastings Sampling Algorithm Suppose that



• π(·) is target density from which samples are desired but the transition kernel is unknown; • p(x, y) is transition kernel function; • q(x, y) is candidate-generating density and satisfies that ∈ q(x, y)dy = 1;  π(y)q(y,x) , 1], if π(x)q(x, y) > 0 min[ π(x)q(x,y) • α(x, y) is probability of move and defined by α(x, y) = 1 otherwise M-H Algorithm



• Repeat for j = 1, 2, . . . , N : • Generate y from q() and u from U n(0, 1); • If u ≤ α(x(j), y), – set x(j+1) = y ∼ q(x(j) , ·)



• Else – set x(j+1) = x(j) .



• return the value {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N )} ∼ π(x) Note that the candidate-generating density q(x, y) is critical and a choice for q(x, y) lists random walk or independent chain or usage of known π(t) ∝ φ(t)h(t) or pseudo-dominating and autoregressive chain. The calculation of α(x, y) is independent of the normalizing constant of π(·). The more approaches to MCMC refers to Chib [1995] and Liu [2001]. •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) - Metropolis-Hastings Sampling Algorithm, continued The Choice of q(x, y), candidate-generating density, for M-H Algorithm and the probability of move α(x, y)



• Random Walk : Set q(x, y) = q1(y − x), i.e., y = x + z , and q1(· · · ) ∼ N(·), St(·). Then, α(x, y) = π(y) , 1} if q1(z) = q1(−z). min{ π(x) • Independence Chain : Set q(x, y) = q2(y), and q2(· · · ) ∼ N(·), St(·). Hence, α(x, y) =?. • Exploit of Target density : Specify q(x, y) the known form π(·). For instance, let q(x, y) = h(y) if π(t) ∝ phi(y) φ(t)h(t), absphi(t) is uniformly bounded and h(t) is a density function. Hence, α(x, y) = min{ phy(x) , 1}.  f (y) if y ∈ C(x) cd , where C(z) = {z : f (z) < ch(z)}. Hence, • Pseudo-dominating density : Let q(y) = h(y) if y ∈ / C(x) d valueof α(x, y) is determined by x ∈ C(x) and y ∈ C(y). • VAR(1), Vector Auto-regression : Let y = a + B(x − a) + z where a is vector and B is matrix. Let q(x, y) = q(y − a − B(x − a))).
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8.2.2.



Bayesian Belief Network



Alesander [2000] introduced Bayesian belief network (BBNs) and influence diagrams for measuring and managing certain operational risks. The basic structure of a BBN is a directed acyclic graph, refereing to section (7.3), where nodes represent random variables and links represent casual influence. To some extend, this approach has focus on the casual modelling of operational processes, i.e., the description of business processes in a film corporation by using BBN in analyst’s view. For example, ¡nodels¿={’Team’, ’Market’, ’Client’} represent random variables each with two possible outcomes. See, for instance, Simple Bayesian Belief Network. Note that states of outcomes for each note could be limited or unlimited., i.e., random variables for each node may be discrete or continuous. There should exist one destination node for total operational risk in a bank. It can be imaged that total operational risk is composed of a series of sample operational risks, denoted by L = fn (.fn−1 (...).). See an example in Cruz [2002], pp.202–232.
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8.2.3.



Frequency



Describe the frequency of risky events by using of Poisson families under an LDA framework and also consider not only historical data (likelihood) but also scenario analysis (prior). The unknown parameters are drove to be structural, super or hyper, i.e. randomized. Poisson-Gamma model - suppose that conditionally, given λ, observed data, i.e., frequency of risky events in a period, X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } are independent random variables and prior distribution for λ is Gamma distribution and set s =



n P



xt (Cruz [2006]; Shevchenko and M¨uthrich [2006]).



t=1



 λx x ∼ Pn(x | λ) = exp{−λ}   x!  β α λα−1   λ ∼ Ga(λ | α, β) = Γ(α) exp{−βλ}    n Q  x L(X | λ) = exp{−λ} λxt!t t=1    p(λ | X) = L(X | λ)p(λ)    ∝ λs exp{−nλ}λα−1 exp{−βλ}    = λ(α+s)−1 exp{−(β + n)λ}



(27)



Note that



• Posterior distribution of λ is also Gamma family. Hence, Poisson-Gamma model is presented as Pg(x | α, β, n), α > 0, β > 0 and n = 1, 2, . . .; • Recursively computation of parameters αt and βt w.r.t. the observed data {x1, x2, . . . , xt}; • Expect hyper parameters in prior distribution Ga(λ | α, β). •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



Negative-Binomial model Suppose that conditionally, given λ, observed data, i.e., frequency of risky events in a period, X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } are independent random variables and prior distribution for λ is Gamma distribution and set s =



n P



xt (Meel et al.



t=1



[2006]).



 r+x−1 r x x ∼ Nb(x | θ, r) = c θ (1 − θ)  r−1    θ ∼ Be(θ | a, b) ∝ xa−1(1 − x)b−1     r ∼ Ga(λ | α, β) ∝ rα−1 exp{−βr} n Q λNt L(X | λ) = exp{−λ}  Nt !   t=1    p(θ, r | X) = L(X | λ)p(θ)p(r)   ∝ θnr (1 − θ)s(rα−1 exp{−βr})θθ−1(1 − θ)b−1



(28)



Empirical studies in Figs.4 7 of Meel et al. [2006] show that the number of incidents and the variation in the number of incidents are significantly sensitive to company and cause and equipment type. Therefore, the performance of the Gamma-Poisson Bayesian models differ significantly. See Fig.7 of Meel et al. [2006].
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Prior distribution with experts’s options for frequency Bayesian Inference is built on prior knowledge or experts’s options about the special domain. The determination on hyper parameters in prior distributions are listed as the follows (Shevchenko and M¨uthrich [2006]).



• frequency - Poisson-Gamma model - setup for initial values on the option of experts {m0, p0, v0}   E{λ} = α/β = m0 = α/β Prob{a ≤p λ ≤ b} = p0 = Fα,β [b] − Fα,β [a] √  V oc[λ] = V ar[λ]/E{λ} = v0 = 1/ α



(29)
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8.2.4.



Severity



The property of severity of risky events can be found in Section 7.2. Here, the observed data is denoted by Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn}. Loss data for modelling operational risk consists of incorporate internal information and external information but also refers to expert opinion surveyed from business specialists (Peters and Sisson [2006]; Shevchenko and M¨uthrich [2006]). Risky events are characterized by low frequency with high severity (and High frequency with low frequency). Heavy tail distribution families are examples of log-normal, Pareto, GB2 and g-and-h densities for modelling.
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Log-Normal-Normal Suppose that the severity of risky events obeys to log-normal distribution and the variance in this density function is known but the mean is unknown (Peters and Sisson [2006]; Shevchenko and M¨uthrich [2006]).



 (ln(y)−µ)2 √1  exp{− } y ∼ LN(y | µ, σ) =  2σ 2 y 2πσ 2   (µ−µ0 )2  1  √ exp{− µ ∼ N(µ | µ , σ ) = } 0 0  2σ02  2πσ02   n Q (yt −µ)2 √ 1 } L(Y | µ, σ) = exp{− 2σ 2 2πσ 2  t=1    p(µ | Y) = L(Y | µ, σ)p(µ |, µ0, σ0)   n   (µ−µ0 )2 Q (yt −µ)2 1  √ 1 √ ∝ exp{− } exp{− }  2 2 2σ 2σ 2 2πσ 2 2πσ0



0



(30)



t=1



Note that



• Initial values in N(µ | µ0, σ0) is estimated on experts’s options although it will leads to missing of credibility weight for the observations;



• recursive computation of parameters with respective to the observed data {y1, y2, . . . , yt}.
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Pareto-Gamma Suppose that the severity of risky events yt obeys to Pareto-Gamma distribution and the tail parameter α has a prior Gamma distribution (Bernardo and Smith [1997]; Peters and Sisson [2006]; Shevchenko and M¨uthrich [2006]).



 α −(α+1) y ∼ Pa(y | α, β) = αβ y   α b   α ∼ Ga(α | a, b) = Γ(a) αa−1 exp{−αb}    n Q   α −(α+1)  L(Y | α, β) = αβ yt    t=1    p(α | Y) = L(Y | α, β)p(α | a, b) n Q α −(α+1) a−1 ∝ αβ yt α exp{αb} = Ga(ˆa, ˆb)    t=1    aˆ =a+n   n  P   ˆ b = b + ln ytβ    t=1   ˆ ˆ = E{α | Y} = aˆb α



(31)



Note that



• Let tail parameter α be hyper or to be parameterized and think shape parameter β as known; • Initial values in Ga(α | a, b) are estimated on expert option although it will leads to missing of credibility weight for the observations;



ˆ and βˆ with respective to the observations {y1, y2, . . . , yn}, i.e., online • Recursively computation of parameters α estimation.
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Prior distribution with experts’s options for severity Bayesian Inference is built on prior knowledge or experts’s options about the special domain. The determination on hyper parameters in prior distributions are listed as the follows (Shevchenko and M¨uthrich [2006]). Practice of moment estimation with experts’s options.



• Severity - LogNormal-Normal model  E{λ} = M (µ, σ) = exp{µ = 12 σ 2}    E{M (µ, σ)} = exp{µ0 + 1 σ 2 + 1 σ 2} 2 2 0 ln b− 12 σ 2 −µ0 Φ[ ]− σ0



Prob{a ≤ M ≤ b} =   p  V oc[λ] = V ar[y]/E{y}



ln b− 21 σ 2 −µ0 Φ[ ] σ0



• Severity - Pareto-Gamma model  α E{y | α} = µ(α) = β α−1      Qq (α) = β exp{− ln (1−q) }  α  a−1   p(α | a, b) = I × α exp{−αβ} α≥B



(1−Fa,b [B])×(Γ(a)ba ) b 1−Fa+1 [B] 1−Fab [B] b [b]−F b [a] Fa+1 a+1 1−Fab [B]



E{α} = a × b ×       Prob{a ≤ α ≤ b} =   p  V oc[λ] = V ar[y]/E{y}



= p0 =



=



2 3



(32)



(33) 2 3
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8.3.



Copula



The theory of copulas can be used to describe dependence structure among underlying assets in the context of quantitative risk management (Li [1998]; Nelsen [1999]; McNeil et al. [2005]). Modeling tail dependence of bivariate random vectors is essential to risk management in general, and to market regulation in particular (Frahm et al. [2005]; Longin and Solnik [2001]; Embrechts et al. [1999]; Genest et al. [2006]). There exist gaps between risk model and the real world that



• Gaussian hypothesis on returns (or losses); • Effective Market Hypothesis on markets (EMH); • Typical Model, e.g., Mean-Variance portfolio; • Linear but Non-Linear correlation; • Not only Individual but also Aggregative. Approach to modelling risk in copula is composed of



• Marginal Distribution assumption for underlying risky factors, Fi(xi); • Rank Dependence Structure C(·) among underlying risky events with rank coefficients, e.g.,ρPearson,τKendall and ρSperman; • Joint Distribution for aggregation, F (x1, . . . , xd) = C(F1(x1), . . . , Fd(xd)), and • Compute RC (Bottom-up, Tree-reversed)
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Definition of Copula A copula function C(·) is a multivariate uniform distribution (a multivariate distribution with uniform margins), i.e.,



• Dom{C} = I N = [0, 1]N ; • C() is grounded and N-increasing; • C() has margins Ci() which satisfy Ci(ui) = C(1, .., 1, ui, 1, .., 1) = u for all ui ∈ [0, 1] in terms of a measure space or



C(u1, u2, . . . , un) = Pr{U1 ≤ u1, U2 ≤ u2, . . . , Un ≤ un}



(34)



in terms of a multivariate distribution function at [0, 1]n with uniform rvs Ui or



C(u1, u2, . . . , un) = F {F1−1(u1), F2−1(u2), . . . , Fn−1(un)}



(35)



in terms of probability-integral transformation with uniform rv Ui = Fi (Xi ).
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Sklar Theorem and Properties of Copula Let F be an N-dimensional distribution function with margins F1 , . . . , Fn . Then, there exists an n-copula C() such that for all x in Rn H(x1, . . . , xn) = C(F1(x1), . . . , Fn(xn)) (36) or



H(F1−1(u1), . . . , Fn−1(un)) = C(u1, . . . , un).



(37)



If F1 , . . . , Fn are all continuous, then C(·) is unique; otherwise, C(·) is uniquely determined on Ran F1 × . . . × Ran Fn. Conversely, if C(·) is an n-copula and F1, . . . , Fn are distribution functions. Then the function H(·) defined above is an n-dimensional distribution function with margins F1 , . . . , Fn . Copula function approach to modelling OR benefits from its specific properties as : The copula function of random variables is invariant under strictly increasing transformations,



Cα1(X1),...,αn(Xn)(u1, . . . , un) = CX1,...,Xn (u1, . . . , un), + where transformation function αi (Xi ) are strictly increasing such as log, exp, and f (X) − K .



∂αi (Xi ) ∂Xi



> 0, i.e., (38)
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Framework for modeling OR • Stylized situation – N (i, j; t) - the number (or frequency ) of events for the business line i and the loss type j at time t; – ξn (i, j; t) - the amount (or severity) of nth loss event for the business line i and the event type j of losses at time t; – ξ(i, j; t) =



NP (i,j;t)



ξn(i, j; t) - the amount (or severity) of all losses events for the business line i and the



n=1



event type j of losses at time t; – Aggregative losses process - losses matrix process











ξ(1, 1; t) . . . ξ(B, 1; t) ... ...  ρ~(t) =  . . . ξ(B, 1; t) . . . ξ(B, L; t) and total losses process



ξ(t) =



B X J X i=1 j=1



ξ(i, j; t) =



(i,j;t) J NX B X X i=1 j=1



ξn(i, j; t)



n=1



• Features – Interdependence, e.g., correlation(linear or rank) and dependence, ρPearson,τKendall, ρSperman,γGini, ρBolmqvist, σScheizer & Wolff and tail dependence λ, total tail dependence Λ (Zhang [2007]); •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



Framework for modeling OR, continue • Endogenous, dependent variable – Frequency at element i × j , N (i, j; t), Prob{N (i, j; t) = n} = pn (i, j; t) ∼ P(λn , ρn ); – Primary severity at nth in i × j , ξn (i, j; t), e.g., g-and-h or GPD or GIG; – Elementary Severity at element i × j , ξ(i, j; t) =



NP (i,j;t)



ξn(i, j; t), e.g., g-and-h or GPD or GIG;



n=1



– Aggregate Severity for all elements, ξ(t) =



B P L P



ξ(i, j; t), e.g., g-and-h or GPD or GIG;



i=1 j=1



• Exogenous explanatory variable – Inner-measure insider institution, e.g., measure of business trading, team and organization; – Out-layer measure at environment, e.g., industry indicator, market volatility and ....;



• Panel model – Regression equation, Y = Xβ + Zγ + u, where the observed Y consists of N (i, j; t) or ξ(i, j; t); Regressor X is composed of d-delay Y and exogenous explanatory variables; Disturb item u(t) is with distribution of g-and-h or GPD or GIG; – Joint distribution, F1,...,B×L (y1 , . . . , yB×L ) = Prob{ξ(i, j; t) ≤ yi×j : ∀i, j} – Aggregation distribution, Fξ(t) (y) = Prob{ξ(1, 1; t) + ξ(1, 2; t) + . . . + ξ(B, L; t) ≤ y} −1 • Economic capital : EC(i, j; α) = Fξ(i,j;t) (α) and Capital-at-Risk (Expected + Unexpected Loss):



CaR(i, j; α) = EL(i, j; α) + UL(i, j; α) = inf{y | Fξ(i,j;t)(y) > α}; • Test Coherent for aggregative risk and Granger-Causality in OR regression. •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



8.4.



Extreme



The description of operational risk events consists of ’loss Severity’ and ’loss Frequency’. The former can be described by EVT (Extreme Value Theory, e.g., GEV and GPD); the latter can be modeled by Poisson distribution (or count process) (Embrechts et al. [1997]; Chavez-Demoulin et al. [2006]).



• Assumption - {Xn} is a iid rvs with F (x); • Maxima - Mn = max{X1, X2, . . . , Xn} for n ∈ (N ); • Peaks over Threshold (POT) - Un = (Xn − τ ) under the condition of | Xn > τ for τ ∈ R; • Convergence - in means square, always surely, probability or distribution, i.e., the limiting distribution of loss severity;



• Right point - xF = sup{x ∈ R : F (x) < 1}; n • Distribution - Hµn,σn (x) = P{ Mnσ−µ < x} and Gτ (x) = P{(Xn − τ ) < x | Xn > τ }. n
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8.4.1.



The Fisher-Tippett Theorem and the GEV distribution



Maxima (Embrechts et al. [1997])



• Assumption - {Xn} is a iid rvs with F (x); • Methodology - Maxima, Mn = max{X1, X2, . . . , Xn} for n ∈ N; • Fisher-Tippett Theorem - If there exist centering and normalizing constants µn ∈ R and σ ∈ R+ and a distribution function H(z) such that Mn − µn d → H(z), Zn = σn convergence in distribution, i.e., F (x) ∈ M DA of H(z), then  exp{−(1 + ξz)− 1ξ } if ξ 6= 0 and 1 + ξz > 0, Hξ (z) = (39) exp{− exp −z } if ξ = 0
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8.4.2.



The Pickands-Balkema-de Haan Theorem and the GPD distribution



Peak Over Threshold (Embrechts et al. [1997])



• Assumption - {Xn} is a iid rvs with F (x); • Methodology - Peak over Threshold, Un = (Xn − τ ) > 0 for n ∈ N and τ < xF ; • Pickands-Balkema-de Theorem - For a fixed τ < xF and excess d



Tn = Xn − τ > 0 → H(z), convergence in distribution, i.e., F (x) ∈ M DA of H(z), then



( Gξ;ν,β (x) =



1



)− ξ } if ξ = 6 0, 1 − (1 + ξ x−ν β 1 − exp{− x−ν } if ξ = 0 β



(40)
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8.4.3.



Questions and Extension ...



Questions for EVT (Connell [2006])



• What should the value of the threshold be or how to determine the value of ν ? • How can the parameters, ξ, ν, β , be estimated accurately or how can assumptions on parameters of scale, central, skewness and kurtosis affect the estimation ?



• More important, does the underlying distribution of operational losses satisfy all of the conditions for IID (Independent and Identical Distribution) ?



• How can ensure IID before empirical analyzing and transform non-IID of rvs into IID ? • How much volume of observed data need to the high confidence level for the supervising ? Extensions to sampling (extreme value of events, dynamic model)



 • Weighted Window - w(t) =



1 0



if t ∈ [− w2 , + w2 ] ; else



• Maxima - M (t) = sup {X(t0 + t)}; t0 ∈(0,W ]



• Peak over Threshold - U (t) = sup {(X(t0 + t) − µ(t)) > 0}; t0 ∈(0,W ]



• Differential - ∇X(t) =



∂X ∂t



for reduction of dependent among rvs.



where suppose that X(t) be a stationary stochastic process and the size of window process is W .
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8.5.



Function transform



Function transformation methodology is used to produce an important distribution families from some suitable base (or seed) distribution to provide single families with as large a range applicable properties as possible for use in data analysis, modelling, inferential studies. Dating back to development of function transformation can be founded in the section of introduction in Rayner and MacGillivray [2002a]. The typical transforms are as the follows.



• H-transformation of Tukey, H(z) = exp(z 2/2)h (Tukey [1960]); • K-transformation of MacGillivray, K(z) = (1 + z 2)k for k ≥ 0 (Haynes et al. [1997]); • J-transformation of Fischer and Klein, J(z) = cosh(z)j for j > 0 (Fischer and Klein [2004]); • E-transformation of Fischer and Klein, E(z) = exp(λ cosh(z) − 1)) for λ > 0 (Fischer and Klein [2004]); Most of Researchers have focus on the construction of function transformations and discuss on properties of the function transformations (Fischer and Klein [2004], Klein and Fischer [2006a]) and applications of function transformation to financial returns (Mills [1995], Dutta and Babbel [2002],Klein and Fischer [2006b] and Dutta and Perry [2006]). More over, Embrechts’s Team built the linkage of the g-and-h distribution with extreme value theory (EVT) and stated the fundamental properties of the g-and-h distribution, i.e., regular variation, quantile estimation and subadditivity of VaR (Degen et al. [2006]).
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8.5.1.



Fundamentals



The fundamentals of function transformation is convex transformations of random variables (Zwet [1964]). The descriptions on skewness and kurtosis for random variables are viewed as classic measures, partial orderings measures and quantile-based measures. The goal of function transform approaches to the features of skewness and kurtosis, eps. heavy-tail, accurately.



G(x) is at least as skew to the right as F (x) if R(x) = G−1(F (x)) is convex on the support of G−1(u), u ∈ (0, 1), denoted by F ≺c G. The properties of measurement of skewness are stated as • P1. Linearity γ(cX + d) = γ(X); • P2. Symmetry γ(X) = 0 if F (x) = F (−x) for all x ∈ R; • P3. Mirror γ(−X) = −γ(X); • P4. Non-variant if F ≺c G then γX ≤ γY . G(x) is at least as heavy-tailed as F (x) if R(x) = G−1(F (x)) is concave for x < 0 and convex for x < 0, denoted by F ≺s G. The properties of measurement of kurtosis in symmetric distributions are stated as • Q1. Linearity φ(aX + b) = φ(X) for a ∈ R+ and b ∈ R; • Q2. Even φ(−X) = φ(X); • Q3. Non-variant if F ≺S G then φ(X) ≤ φ(Y ).
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Simplest Examples For example, the transforms of standard normal or uniform random are listed as here.



•ζ=



∞ P ξi −ai



P



∼ N (·), i.e., CLT;



bi



i=1



λ3 −(1−p)λ4



• X = λ1 + p •S=



n P



λ2



with uniform random p, i.e., the generalized lambda distribution;



Zi2 ∼ χ2(n);



i=1



• L = log Z ∼ LN (µ, σ 2); ∼ Student − t(n); • T = √ 2Z χ (n)/n



•F =



χ2 (m)/m χ2 (n)/n



∼ F (m, n); gZ−1



• Yg,h = a + bZ( e gZ )e



hZ 2 2



, i.e., the g-and-h distribution.



All these transformations are used to describe the feature of kurtosis, skewness and heavy-tail dependence of random variables. See, Section 6).
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8.5.2.



Framework of function transform



• Determine which properties to be described, e.g., kurtosis, skewness, heavy-tail, asymmetric/symmetric; • Select ’base’ or ’seed’ random variable Z (or multivariate in Rn), e.g., Bernoulli, Binomial, Uniform, Poisson, Beta, Gaussian, χ2 , Gamma; • Build a non-linear function transform f (θ; ·) commonly used operators, e.g., square, logarithm, divide, square root, polynomial, quantic;



• Ensure X = f (θ; Z) random variable (or multivariate in Rn) satisfies the specified properties;   ∂Zj ; • Jacobi Transform Matrix J = ∂Xi n×n



• Theoretical description on k th moment, feature function, asymptotic/convergency, asymmetric/symmetric, VaR, Coherence, adherent to others methods (EVT, copula) and special case;



• Numerical computation, Estimation, Inference and Empirical studies.
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8.5.3.



the g-and-h distribution



Function transform methodology is used to transform standard normal distribution into a more flexible distribution family (Li [1998] and Nam and Gup [2002]). Fischer and Klein [2004] introduced an approach to modelling kurtosis by meams of the J-transformation. Rayner and MacGillivray [2002b] presented method of computing g-and-k distribution family, including numerical maximum likelihood estimation. exp{gZ}−1



2



The g-and-h distribution is defined as Yg,h (Z) = a + bZ gZ exp{ hZ2 } with parameters a, b, g and h and standard normal random variable Z ∼ N (0, 1). The parameters posses the properties of distribution as the follow.



• Skewness - g > 0 indicates the distribution is skewed to the right; otherwise, to the left and g = 0 means symmetric;



• Kurtosis - h! = 0 adds more extra kurtosis to the standard normal distribution; • Location - a; • Scale - b.
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8.5.4.



Extension and moments of the g-and-h



The g-and-h distribution can be generalized as



h(Z 2)Z 2 exp{g(Z 2)Z} − 1 exp{ }, Yg,h(Z) = a + bZ g(Z 2)Z 2 where g(Z 2 ) and h(Z 2 ) are polynomials in Z 2 . Special samples of the g-and-h are listed as



• Normal - Y0,0(Z) = Z ∼ N (0, 1) • Log-Normal - Y1,0(Z) = exp{Z} − 1 ∼ LN (0, 1) • Cauchy - Y0,0.97(Z) ∼ Cauchy The nth moments for the g-and-h



• No location and scale parameters n



X 1 n E(Y ) = n√ g 1 − nh i=0







2 i







[(n − i)g]2 exp 2(1 − 2h)



(41)



• With the location and scale parameters  i [(i−r)g]2 r   (−1) exp n 2(1−ih) X 2 r n−i i r=0 n √ E(Y ) = a b i i g 1 − ih i=0 i P







(42)



where g 6= 0 and 0 ≤ h < n1 , too be complex (recondite) to be understood directly (pp.78–80, Dutta and Perry [2006]) and thus the quantile estimation leads to inaccurate when using EVT (Degen et al. [2006])! •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



8.5.5.



Exploration for the g-and-h distribution



By using the simulation of the g-and-h distribution, we try to explore the descriptive statistics for the g-and-h random variable (location, dispersion, and shape), histogram and its transformation plus the observed data, quantile-based.



• the g-and-h r.v. by transform of normal r.v. X , i.e., exp{gΦ−1(X)} − 1 −1 2h exp{(Φ (X)) }; Yg,h(X p a, b, g, h) = a + bΦ (X) gΦ−1(X) 2 −1



• Figure of the g-and-h distribution; • the algorithm of g-and-h r.v. by the transformation of the-g-and-h r.v., i.e.,   log {Yg,h(X p a, b, g, h)} if Yg,h(X p a, b, g, h) > 0 if Yg,h(X p a, b, g, h) = 0 ; Zg,h(u p a, b, g, h) = 0.0  − log {−Y (X p a, b, g, h)} if Y (X p a, b, g, h) < 0 g,h g,h • Figure of the Log g-and-h distribution and • General function transformation of the g-and-h, Z = a + bΦ−1(X) + c(Φ−1(X))2 (and ...accuracy...). For instance, a simulation can be executed in Example, Mathematica@ .
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9.



Database



Qualitative data include question for self-appraisal or independent assessments, also risk map of the casual factors in process flows. Measuring risky events consists of direct and indirect financial losses, errors and other performance indicators, risk ratings and risk scores. The major problem with any model for operational risk is that these data are inadequate, see (Alesander [2000]). There exist problems to be refined as the follows.



• Internal loss event data for low frequency high impact risks such as fraud may be to incomplete to estimation while external data may not be appropriate for assessment;



• Internal risk ratings may be inaccurate and lacking of objectivity; • Regression models on the CAPM or APT framework produce betas that are based on many subjective choices for the data.



• The proportional charges for regulator, based on a fixed percentage, may be inaccurate; It is crucial that to keep a balance (or an equilibrium) not only objective and subjective but also complete and accurate. Operational risky events are described by frequency, impact and occurrent time. Moreover, the risky events can be classified by



• Internal data; • External data; • scenario; • Expert’s option. systems used for record (or report) all attributes of OR events are proposed by Basel II for financial institution and the National Response Center for county-safety. •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



9.1.



Loss Data Collection Exercise, LDCE



Loss Data Collection Exercise (LDCE) and Quantitative Impact Study 4, denoted by QIS-4, are two studies conducted by U.S. federal bank and thrift regulatory agencies in 2004. They were designed to assist the Agencies in evaluating the likely impact of Basel II on minimum regulatory capital requirements. QIS-4 requested information on both credit and operational risk in two parts, a questionnaire and a series of worksheets. The LDCE requested information on the internal loss data underlying the QIS-4 submissions. See LDCE instructions work sheets and QIS4 Spread Sheets.
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9.2.



Deutsche Bank, DB’s ORX



Loss data is the most objective risk indicator currently available and is also reflective of the unique risk profile of each institution in the Deutsche Bank, as shown the procedure of Figure 1 (Aue and Kalkbrener [2006]). The weakness of loss data are of ”backward-lookingd measure and insufficient quantities. The following data sources used in DB’s LDA model are cataloged as



• Internal Loss Data : DB’s OR collected loss data in 1999 for all business lines; • Consortium Data : from the Operational Risk data eXchange Association (ORX); • Commercial Loss Data Base : from OpVantage, a subsidiary of Fitch Risk; • Generated scenarios: specified by experts in divisions, control, support functions and regions and then these data are used for



• modelling frequency distributions; • modelling severity distributions (together with external losses and scenarios); • analyzing the dependence structure of the model and calibrating frequency correlations; • supplying internal data, modifying and improving estimation, and validating model and • capturing high impact events that are rarely reflected in internal or external loss data.
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9.3.



Global Operational Loss Database, BBA’s GOLD



GOLD, BBA provided, is a database containing information on global operational losses made by individual banks, assists them to manage operational risks, compare their performance against their competitors and highlight vulnerable areas. See Operational Risk Database Association BBA. The structure in GOLD is composed of



• Event ID Code; • Date; • Headline Risk Category; • Primary Risk Factor; • Loss description; • Gross Loss; • Primary Impact Categorization; • Soft Loss; • Business Activity; • Geographical Region of Loss; • Recovery (negotiation/litigation).
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9.4.



Algo OpData - Algorithmicsr Company



OpData, quantitative loss database, contains approximately 15 years worth of collected data and more than 12,000 records of publicly reported loss events, each with a value of at least $1 million US, including total assets, total equity, total revenues, total deposits, and number of employees, supplying internal loss data for capital modeling and incorporating seamlessly into capital models and regularly updating . See Algorithmicsr Company’s documents at OpData.



9.5.



QRMLib - Quantitative Risk Management



Data-house in RiskLab of ETH Zurich or Quantitative Risk Management - Concept, Techniques and Tools (McNeil et al. [2005]) and Modelling Extremal Events for Insurance and Finance (Embrechts et al. [1997]).



9.6.



Experiment - Public Shared Risky Events Database (to be continued)



It is important to build the public risky events database and then it can benefit to researchers in academy and industry for supervisory. Here is a example of Quantitative Operational Risk Management System.
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10.



Management



Risk management, as in other fields, often comes down to who knows what, and when they know it(Steve Thieke, head of the Corporate Risk Management Group (CRMG) at J.P. Morgan). In BIS [2001], Pillar 2 is intended not only to ensure that banks have adequate capital to support all risks in their business, but also to encourage banks to develop and use better risk management techniques in monitoring, managing and controlling those risks and its emphasis is on the importance of bank management developing an internal capital assessment process and setting targets for capital that are commensurate with the bank’s particular risk profile and control environment. Risk management consists of



• an ongoing process of making risks transparent; • to search out hidden risks, measure and manage them and • cycle of learning and decision making. Operational risky events could result from People, Process, Systems, Business strategy and Business environment (e.g.,governmental policy).
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At all three levels (micro, macro, and strategic), the seven fundamental attributes and principles of a strong risk management process are essentially the same (RiskMetrics dot Com).



• Transparency; • Rigorous Measurement; • Timely Quality Information; • Diversification; • Independent Oversight; • Disciplined Judgment; • Policy. Moreover, some of materials on operational risk management can be found at the documents of Hyperion; Quality; Process and Statistical Analysis Flow in Walsh [2003], Hyperion dot Com and RiskMetrics dot Com.
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11.



OR in China



China (the Mainland) is suffering from the reform in economics and still remains at the emerging market and thus lots of OR events occurred. The risky events described in paragraphes 3.3 and 3.4 had hazard to the emergence of markets and, currently, the turbulence occurred in markets shown as Figures of Indexes and Table of Indexes at Feb 27, 2007. In addition, there would be lost of concealed (hidden) risky events in industries (or in governmental). Thus, it is necessary for us to discover, reduce severity of losses and control risky events as soon as possible.



• Market in the Mainland – – – – – – – – – –



China Banking Regulatory Commission China Securities Regulatory Commission The People’s of Bank Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SSE) Shanghai Futures Exchange Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange Dalian Commodity Exchange Shanghai Gold Exchange (Shanghai) China Foreign Exchange Center (Shanghai)



• Market in Taiwan – Taiwan Stock Exchange (TSE)



• Market in Hongkong – Hongkong Stock Exchange (HKSE) •First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit



11.1.



1st Illustration, in annual



It is difficulty to collect operational risky events from either public reports or un-public in China since she is emerging. Moreover, either the central bank or the banking regulatory commission does not present any annul reports according to Basel II. The banking institutions have focus on business management but quantitative risk management. This illustration to quantitative risk modelling is an example of risky events in banking institution, the mainland, at the period of 1999 - 2006 (collected by Ms.Xiao). The losses are measured in the form of severityt =



t = 1993, . . . , 2006.



P



{value of risky event} in annual, where



∀ financial institutuons



The distribution is estimated by the kernel density with f (x) =



1 N



N P i=1



i k( x−x ). h
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Example of OR in annual, the Observed Data
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Example of OR in annual, the Histogram and Statistics
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Example of OR in annual, the Kernel Density, Normal
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11.2.



2nd Illustration, in event



This illustration to quantitative risk modelling is an example of risky events in banking institution, the mainland, at the period of 1999 - 2006 (collected by Ms.Xiao). The losses are measured by the form of severityn = value of risky event∀financial institutuons in risky event, where n = 1, 2, . . . , 120. The distribution is estimated by the kernel density with f (x) =



1 N



N P i=1



i k( x−x ). h
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Example of OR in event, the Observed Data
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Example of OR in event, the Histogram and Statistics
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Example of OR in event, the Kernel Density, Normal
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11.3.



Explanation



• Reform of Economics and Politics; • Complex Business Environment; • Remains at an Emergency of Financial Markets; • Mergers and Acquisitions more than Management (or Innovation) in Banking Industries; • Rare Information on OR Events and • Improvement by Function Transform of the Observed data.
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12.



Summary



In this paper, we present a framework of quantitative analysis for operational risk in the view of econometrics. With the respective to market risk and credit risk, industries and academics have little experience about operational risk modelling although they have made a progress of empirical studies. The crises in the global financial markets, especially in emerging markets, challenge us to measure, model, analyze and manage operational risky events in the views of econometrics.
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